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To reduce the risk of electric shock, the electricity
has been turned off at the circuit breaker or fuse
box before begin.

To avoid possible electr ic shock,
turn the electr ic i ty off at the main fuse box before 
wir ing. If you feel you do not have enough electr ical
wir ing knowledge or exper ience,contact a l icensed
electr ic ian.

WARNING:

The outlet box and support structure must be securely
mounted and capable of reliably supporting
35lb.(15.9kg).Use only UL listed outlet boxes marked
“Acceptable for Fan Support of 35lbs(15.9kg)or less.”

To avoid personal injury or damage to the fan and
other items, please be careful when working around 
or cleaning the fan.

Safety Information
Pre-Installation
Hardware included
Celing
Hanging the Fan

Attaching the Fan Blades
Attaching the Lights
Install the crystal shade
Use of remote control
Care and cleaning
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The supplier warrants the fan motor to be free from defects in workmanship and material present at time of shipment

from the factory for a lifetime after the date of purchase by the original purchaser.The supplier also warrants that all

other fan parts,excluding any glass or acrylic blades,to be free from defects in workmanship and material at the time

of shipment from the factory for a period of one year after the date of purchase by the original purchaser.We agree to

correct such defects without charge or at our option replace with a comparable or superior model if the product is

returned.To obtain warranty service,you must present a copy of the receipt as proof of purchase.All costs of removing

and reinstalling the product are your responsibility.Damage to any part,such as by accident,misuse,improper

installation or by affixing any accessories ,is not covered by this warranty.Because of varying climatic conditions this

warranty does not cover any changes in brass finish ,including rusting,pitting,corroding,tarnishing or peeling.Brass

finish of this type give their longest useful life when protected from varying weather conditions.A certain amount of

“wobble”is normal and should not be  a defect.Servicing performed by unauthorized persons shall render theconsidered

warranty invalid.There is no other sxpress warranty.hereby disclaims any and all warranties,including but not limited

to those of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose to the extent permitted by law.The duration of any

implied warranty which cannot be disclaimed is limited to the time period as specified in the sxpress warranty.Some

states do not allow a limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts,so the above limitation may not apply to you.The

retailer shall not be liable for incidental,consequental,or special damages arising out of or in connection with product

use or perforance except as may otherwise be accorded by law.Some states do not allow the exclusion of incidental or

consequential damages,so the above exclusion or limitation may not apply to you.This warranty gives specific legal

rights,and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.This warranty supersedes all prior

warranties.Shipping costs for any return of products as part of a claim on the warranty must be paid by the customer.
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8 75KG.
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1.Attaching the blades to the arms

2.Fastening the blade arms
    to the motor

1: Fasten the arm to the fan-motor assembly by
    inserting the alignment post in the slot on the 
    bottom of the motor and tightening the pre-
    installed arm screws.
2: Repeat this step for the remaining blade assemblies. 
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2.Tighten the screw of the box cover.
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33.Install the shade & bulb

(WINTER TIME)

(SUMMER TIME)

A.warm weather-(Forward) A Downward airflow creates a cooling effect.
This allows you to set your air conditioner on a higher setting without 
affecting your comfort.
B.Cool weather-(Reverse) An upward airflow moves warm air off the 
ceiling.This allows you to set heating unit on a lower setting 
without affecting your comfort.  
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1.Select the appropriate bulb and install it on the lamp holder.



LIGHT ON/OFFON/OFF



The fan will not start.

Repeat for each blade.Any measurement deviation should be within 1/8 in. 

Check this level by selecting a point on the ceiling above the tip of one of the blades.  

Most fan wobble problems are caused when blade levels are unequal.

Measure from a point on the center of each blade to the point on the ceiling.Measure this distance.

Check that all blades and bladearm screws are secure.

Rotate the fan until the next blade is positioned for measurement.

Run the fan for ten minutes.if the fan continues to wobble please contact Customer Service and a 

balancing kit will be sent to you.
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